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Abstract 
Dean, N., L. Lesniak and A. Saito, Cycles of length Omodulo4 in graphs, Discrete Mathematics 121 
(1993) 37-49. 
In several papers a variety of questions have been raised concerning the existence of cycles of length 
Omod k in graphs. For the case k=4, we answer three of these questions by showing that a graph 
G contains such a cycle provided it has any of the following three properties: (1) G has minimum 
degree at least 2 and at most two vertices of degree 2, (2) G is not 3-colorable, and (3) G is 
a subdivision of a graph of order p>5 with at least 3p-5 edges. 
1. Introduction 
It is known that every graph of sufficiently large minimum degree has a (0 mod k)- 
cycle (see ES]), i.e., a cycle of length Omod k. In [S] it was conjectured that for k> 3, 
every k-connected graph contains a (0 mod k)-cycle. In the case k = 3, it was conjectured 
in [2] that, in fact, every graph with minimum degree at least 3 contains a (0 mod 3)- 
cycle. This second conjecture was recently proved by Chen and Saito [7]. From 
a theorem of Thomassen [17] it follows that minimum degree at least 40 implies the 
existence of a (Omod 4)-cycle. In Sections 2 and 3 we show that every graph with 
minimum degree at least 3 contains a (0 mod 4)-cycle. For technical reasons we find it 
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easier to prove the slightly stronger result stated in the following theorem where V,(G) 
denotes the set of vertices of degree k in G. 
Theorem 1.1. Every graph G with S(C)>2 and 1 V,(G)\ <2 contains a (Omod 4)-cycle. 
A graph G is said to be essentially 3-connected if G satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) G is a subdivision of a 3-connected graph, (b) ) V2(G)I ~2, and (c) I/,(G) is an 
independent set. Our strategy is to first prove Theorem 1.1 for essentially 3-connected 
planar and nonplanar graphs (Sections 2 and 3, respectively) and then show that the 
smallest counterexample, if it exists, must be of this type. 
In Section 5 we give two more sufficient conditions for a graph to have a (0 mod 4)- 
cycle. 
Theorem 1.2. Every 4-chromatic graph contains a (Omod4)-cycle. 
Theorem 1.3. Zf G is a graph of order p3 5 with at least 3p- 5 edges, then every 
subdivision of G contains a (Omod4)-cycle. 
The following definitions and notations will be useful. If P is a path or cycle of 
a graph G=(V, E), then the length of P, denoted by q(P), is simply the number of 
edges in P. A thread of a graph G is a path P (possibly a single vertex) such that every 
internal vertex of P has degree 2 in G, and P is maximal with respect to this property. 
If there is one and only one thread with ends u and v, then this thread is denoted by uu, 
and its length is denoted by (uvl. For convenience, we also define G-uv to be the 
graph obtained by deleting the edges and internal vertices of uu. We use p(G) and q(G) 
(or simply p and q) for the number of vertices and edges in G. The number of edges 
joining a vertex u to a subgraph A of G is denoted by q(v,A). 
Existence of certain subgraphs implies the existence of cycles of certain lengths. 
A k-cycle, denoted by Ck, is a cycle which contains exactly k edges. Define 
Hi (respectively H:) to be any subdivision of K4 such that each edge of some 4-cycle 
u1u2u3u4 in the K4 corresponds to an odd length path (respectively even length path). 
Define H6 to be any cycle (called the perimeter) with three pairwise crossing chords 
olu4, v2u5> v3v6. Let H7 and H8 be the graphs obtained by subdividing exactly one 
chord (say v2v5) and exactly two chords (say v1v4 and v3u6) of H6, respectively. 
2. Subdivisions of 3-polytopes 
In this section we prove that every essentially 3-connected planar graph contains 
a (Omod4)-cycle. It will be necessary to use some special tools and notation. By 
a plane graph G we mean an embedding of G in the plane. Let r(G) denote the number 
of faces in G. If G is 2-connected, then the boundary of any face F is a cycle, and the 
length of this cycle is denoted by (F I. 
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We use a theorem of Steinitz for global structure and the theory of Euler contribu- 
tions for local structure. Steinitz [lS] proved that a graph is planar and 3-connected if 
and only if it is the one-skeleton of a convex 3-dimensional polyhedron. The basic 
importance of this theorem stems from the fact that it transforms problems about 
a 3-dimensional object into 2-dimensional considerations. The main consequence of 
interest in this paper is that it restricts the manner in which faces can intersect. 
Lemma 2.1. If G is a subdivision of a 3-connected plane graph, then the nonempty 
intersection of two distinct faces is a thread. 
The theory of Euler contributions is an extension of Euler’s formula p-q + r = 2 
and provides exceptionally precise information about the size of faces that contain 
certain vertices of a plane graph. We now summarize the aspects of the theory used in 
our investigation of cycle modularity, but a more detailed introduction and proofs can 
be found in [8, 11, 13, 141. Let G be a a-connected plane graph. Let Xi(V) denote the 
size of the ith face Fi(U) at vertex v. Often the vertex label is understood or unimpor- 
tant, and SO we usually write xi for Xi(U) and Fi for Fi(v). Also, the faces are labeled so that 
xi’s occur in nondecreasing order. The d(v)-tuple (xi, . . , xdcvj) is called the face configura- 
tion vector at v. The Euler contribution Q(u) of a vertex v is defined by the formula 
If G is a 2-connected plane graph, then xv G(v) = 2. Consequently, G must have 
a vertex v with @J(V) > 0, and every such vertex is called a control point. Furthermore, 
every control point has degree at most 5. 
Assume that G is an essentially 3-connected plane graph which has no (Omod4)- 
cycle. 
Claim 2.2. G contains at most one triangle. 
Proof. Otherwise, G has at least two triangles and three disjoint paths connecting 
them, say of lengths a,b,c. Clearly a+b=a+c=b+c-3 mod4 which gives the 
contradiction 2(a + b + c) = 1 mod 4. 0 
Claim 2.3. There exists a vertex v of G such that G contains the graph T of Fig. 1. 
Proof. Let ck denote the number of control points of degree k. Since a vertex cannot 
be contained in a 4-face, it follows from the definition of a control point that 
cq=c5 =O. Let u be a control point of G. If d(v)=2, then (since G is a subdivision of 
a 3-connected graph) v does not lie in a triangle and so Q(v) < 1 - $+i+i =3. If 
d(v)=3, then @(v)<l-$++++++=7/30. In fact, if d(v)=3 and v does not lie in 
a triangle, its contribution is Q(v) < 1 - $ + 4 + $+ f = & . It follows that 
2=x @(v)<~+&3)++3), 
I, 
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Fig. 1. The graph T. 
where the sum is taken over the set of control points. Hence, c3 2 8, and it follows that 
G has a control point 2) of degree 3 such that u does not lie on a triangle and 
N(u)n V,(G)=@. So the face configuration at u is (5,6,6), and the claim follows 
immediately. tl 
Claim 2.4. G contains T1, T, or T3 of Fig. 2. 
Proof. Since G is essentially 3-connected, y or z has degree at least 3 and so G - u1 - uz 
contains a ({ y, 21, V( r) - { y, z, ul, u2 ))-path P. By symmetry we can assume that y 
is an end of P. Since G is plane, the other end x of P is not u. There are precisely 
seven nonequivalent possibilities wi, w2, w3, wq, w5, we, w7 for x. If x= wi, then 
q(P)-Omod4 and T+Pz T2. If x=w3, then q(P)-2mod4 and T+Pr T1 and if 
x = w, then q(P)- 3 mod 4 and T+ Pr T3. For the remaining cases every possible 
value of q(P) yields a (0 mod 4)-cycle in T+ P. 0 
Claim 2.5. G does not contain T1. 
Proof. Assume G contains T1. Since G is essentially 3-connected, G - u1 - x contains 
a ({w1,w2), V(Tl)-{ U1,w1,w2,x})-path Q. Since G is plane, Q is a ({w1,w2}, 
V(P)- {x})-path. Every choice of q(Q) yields a (0 mod 4)-cycle in T1 + Q, which is 
a contradiction. 0 
Claim 2.6. G does not contain Tz. 
Proof. Assume G contains Tz. Note that the paths ~4~2 and xy have the same length 
modulo 4. Since G is essentially 3-connected, G-x- w4 contains a ( {w2, w3}, 
V( T2) - {x, w2, w3, w4 ))-path Q which, without loss of generality, ends at ul, y, z or an 
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Fig. 2. The graphs T,, r, and r,. 
internal vertex of the path xy. The first case cannot occur since G is an embedding, and 
in the remaining cases every integer valuation of q(Q) yields a (Omod 4)-cycle in 
T, + Q, which is a contradiction. q 
Claim 2.7. G does not contain T3. 
Proof. Assume G contains T,. Again, since {x, wq} is not a cutset, G-x - wq contains 
a (1w5,%), v(T,)-( x, wq, w5, we})-path Q that ends at ui, wi, w2, w3,y or an inter- 
nal vertex of the path xy. In each case every integer valuation of q(Q) yields 
a (0 mod 4)-cycle in T3 + Q, which is a contradiction. q 
Since Claims 2.4-2.7 are inconsistent, our proof that every essentially 3-connected 
planar graph contains a (0 mod 4)-cycle is complete. q 
Proposition 2.8. Every essentially 3-connected planar graph contains a (0 mod 4)-cycle. 
3. Nonplanar graphs 
Now we use the result of the previous section to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
After showing that it holds for every essentially 3-connected graph, we show that 
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a smallest counterexample must be a member of this class. Our proof for nonplanar 
essentially 3-connected graphs is given by the following three lemmas. The first lemma 
will be used again in Section 5. 
Lemma 3.1. Both H$ and Hi contain a (Omod4)-cycle. 
Proof. Assume H: does not contain a (Omod4)-cycle. Since luluzl + Iu1u41 and 
Iu2u3j+ju3u41 are even, luzubI is odd. Similarly, lulujl is odd. Thus, (u1u2J+IuJu41, 
(u1u4~+Iuzu3~ and /ulu31+Iu2uqI are even. So some two of them are congruent 
modulo 4, and they yield a (Omod4)-cycle, which is a contradiction. 
Assume Hz does not contain a (0 mod 4)-cycle. Then at least one of the edges u1u2, 
u2u3, u3uq, uluq has weight 1 mod4, and at least one has weight 3 mod4. We can 
assume that (uiu,l=lmod4 and (u3uqI=3mod4. Clearly, (u1u3j and Iu2uqJ are 
odd. Since Iu1u21+/u2u31$Omod4, Iu1u21=\uU2u3/mod4. Thus, lu1uzl+lu3u,l+ 
Iu1u3~+~u2u4~ and (u~u~/+~u1u~~+~u1u3(+~u~u~( are incongruent modulo4and are 
both even, and so one of the corresponding cycles has weight (Omod4), which is 
a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Every essentially 3-connected nonplanar graph G $ K5 contains H6, H7 
or H8. 
Proof. This follows trivally from a theorem of Kelmans [lo] and Thomassen [lS] 
which states that G contains Hb in the case where G is 3-connected. 0 
Lemma 3.3. Each of the graphs H6, H7, H8 contains H$ or Hi. 
Proof. Assume H, contains neither H: nor Hi. TO avoid Hi, Ivivi+lI or IVi+3Ui+41 
must be even for each i = 1,2,3. Hence, two threads of even length, say vi v6 and v4v5, 
are separated by exactly one thread on the perimeter of H,. If there are no three 
consecutive even threads on the perimeter, then Iu~v~I is odd. Hence, Iv2v3 I is even, 
and Ivlvz/ and IvJvd\ are odd yielding the contradiction H6-v1v6 g H:. So we can 
assume that I u5v6 I is even. If both I v1 v2 / and 1 v3v4 I are odd, we have the contradiction 
H6 - u2v3 r H $. It suffices to let I u1 v2 I be even. Now we see that ) v2v3 ( is even because, 
otherwise, H6-v,v6zH;. Finally, if Iu3v4j is odd, we have H6-u1v6zH~. Hence, 
1 v3v41 must be even, and so H6 - v2v5 g H 2, which is a contradiction. 
Assume H, contains neither H: nor Hi. To avoid Hi, Iv3u41 or lvlvsl must beeven 
(say, (v3v41). To avoid H:, (v2v31 or (vqv5( must be odd (say, Ivqv5(). If (v2v3( is odd, 
then (u1v61 must be odd to avoid the contradiction H, -u1v2 2 Hi and, hence, both 
l~i~~l and I v5v6j must be even to avoid Hi. This weighting yields the contradiction 
H, -v3vqz H :, and so /v2v3/ must be even. Now lvlvzl is even because, otherwise, 
Iv5v61 must be odd to avoid H,-v2v5~H~ and, hence, H,-v,v6zH~ (which is 
a contradiction). Also, Iv1v61 must be even because, otherwise, Iv5v61 must be even to 
avoid Hi and, hence H7 - u1 v2 r H: (which is a contradiction). Finally, note that if 
Iv5u61 is even then H7-vZj3v4zH: and if Iv5v6j is odd then H7-v2v5~H~. 
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Assume Hs contains neither Hi nor Hi. To avoid Hi, 1 u3u4/ or 1 u1 v6 1 must be odd 
(say, lu3v4/). To avoid H;, Iv2v3~ or ~v4v5~ must be even (say, Iv4u51). Suppose Iu5u6J is 
even. Then 1 u1 4 1 is odd since otherwise H8 - v2v3 z H 2. Similarly, / ~2~3) must be even 
to avoid the contradiction H8 - v4v5 g Hi, and I u1v2( must be odd to avoid the 
contradiction H, -u2u5 z H$. Finally, we have Hs -v5v6 2 Hi, which is a contradic- 
tion. Therefore, lv5u61 is odd. Now Iv1v21 is even, since otherwise H8 -v1u6 z Hi. If 
Iu1u61 is even, then either 1~~~3 1 is even yielding H8 -v4v5 r H: or Ivzu3 / is odd 
yielding H8 - u1 uz E H:. Thus, I v1v6 I is odd. For the final contradiction note that if 
Jv2u3j is odd we get H8-ugu6gHH, and if I v2v3 I is even we get H8 - u1 v2 2 Hi. 0 
Proposition 3.4. Every nonplanar essentially 3-connected graph G contains a (0 mod 4)- 
cycle. 
4. Reduction to essentially 3-connected 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, i.e. we wish to show that 
every graph G with 6 ~2 and I V,(G)1 62 contains a (Omod4)-cycle. Let G be 
a counterexample of the smallest possible order. We will show that G is essentially 
3-connected and thereby contradicts either Proposition 2.8 or Proposition 3.4. 
Claim 4.1. G is 2-connected. 
Proof. By the minimality of G, G is connected. Assume G is not 2-connected, and let 
B be an end block of G with ( V(B)n V,(G) ( d 1. Since we have 6(B) 3 2, ( V,(B) ( d 2 and 
p(B)<p(G), the minimality of G implies that B contains a (Omod 4)-cycle, which is 
a contradiction. 0 
Claim 4.2. V,(G) is an independent set. 
Proof. It suffices to assume that V2(G)={x, y> and xyeE(G). Let N(x)={y,xl} and 
N(y) = (x, yl}. If xi = y,, then either / V,(G)\ = 3, contradicting the hypothesis, or x1 is 
a cut vertex of G, contradicting Claim 4.1. Hence, we have x 1 # y , . Let G’ = G -x - y. 
Since d(xi)33 and d(y,)>3, it follows that &(x1)32 and &,(y,)>2. Therefore, 
6(G’)>2 and I Vz(G’)J<2. Thus, the minimality of G implies that G’ contains 
a (Omod4)-cycle, which is a contradiction. q 
Claim 4.3. Zfx~ V,(G), then N(x)L V,(G). 
Proof. By Claim 4.2, both neighbors of x have degree at least 3. If x’ is a neighbor of 
x with d(x’)34, then the minimality of G implies that G-x has a (Omod4)-cycle, 
which is a contradiction. 0 
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Claim 4.4. Ifx~ V,(G), then w(G-N(x))=2. 
Proof. By Claims 4.1 and 4.3, w(G- N(x))< 3. Assume w(G-N(x))= 3. Let A be 
a component of G-N(x)-x. Since IV,(G)I62, we may assume AnI’,(G In 
particular, p(A)>, 2. Since G is 2-connected (Claim 4.1) and the neighbors of x are of 
degree 3 (Claim 4.3) both members of N(x) have exactly one neighbor in A and these 
neighbors are distinct. Therefore, s(A)>2 and 1 I’;(A)) 62. Since p(A) <p(G), A has 
a (0 mod 4)-cycle, which is a contradiction. 0 
Let C(G) denote the set of vertex cuts S of size two in G such that every component 
of G-S contains at least two vertices. To complete the proof that G is essentially 
3-connected, we show that C(G)=@. 
Claim 4.5. Fov any SEC(G) and any component A of G-S, IAnVz(G)I=l. 
Proof. Assume that, for some SEC(G) and component A of G-S, An VZ(G)=@. 
Choose S and A so that p(A) is as small as possible. Let S = {u, v} and Gr be the graph 
induced by V(A)uS. Since p(A)32 and G is 2-connected, q(u, A)> 1 and q(v, A)> 1. 
If q(u,A)= 1, then letting N(u)nA= {u’} we see by the minimality of A that 
{u’, u} = N(x) for some XE V,(G). Since An V2 (G) = 0, u = x. Thus, v is a cut vertex of G, 
which is a contradiction. It follows that q(u, A) > 2 and, similarly, q(v, A) 3 2. 
Since AnI/,(G) 6(G1)32 and IV,(G,)l<2. Since p(G,)<p(G), G1 has 
a (Omod4)-cycle, which is a contradiction. 0 
Claim 4.6. For every vertex cut S of size 2, o(G-S)=2. 
Proof. Apply Claims 4.4 and 4.5. 0 
Claim 4.7. For every vertex cut S of size 2, Sn V,(G)=@. 
Proof. Apply Claims 4.2 and 4.5. 0 
By our assumption, C(G)#Q). Choose SEC(G) and a component A of G-S so that 
p(A) is as small as possible. Let B= V(G)-S-A, G1 = G-B, G2 = G-A and 
S={u,v}. 
Claim 4.8. Both q(u, A) 3 2 and q(v, A) 3 2. 
Proof. Assume q(u, A) = 1, and let N(u)nA = {u’>. By the minimality of A, 
{~‘,v}=N(x) for some XCV~(G). Since X#U (Claim 4.7), x~v(A). Since 
w(G- {u’, v})=2 by Claim 4.6, A = {u’, x}. By Claim 4.3, d(u’)=d(v)= 3. Therefore, 
N(u’)= (x,u,v}. Clearly, uv$E(G) because, otherwise, UVXU’U is a 4-cycle. Let 
N(u) = (u’, x, u’}. Then U’E V(B). Since {u, v} and {u’, u’} are vertex cuts, d(u) > 3 and 
d(u’)> 3 by Claim 4.7. 
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Assume d(u) 24, and let G’ = G- {x, u’, v} = G2 - v. Then do,(u) 2 3 and do,(v’)> 2. 
Hence, 6(G’)>,2 and I V,(G’)I <2. Since p(G’)<p(G), we get a contradiction. Hence, 
d(u) = 3. Similarly, d(v’) = 3. 
Clearly, uv’$E(G). Let N(u)={u’,uI,u2} and N(u’)={v,~~,~~}. Then {ul,u2}# 
{ur, vz}. Let G3 be the graph obtained from G’ by identifying u and v’. Let a be the new 
vertex. Then 6(G3)3 2 for otherwise 6(G3)= 1 and, since d,,(u) = d&v’)=2, we may 
assume u1 = v1 E V,(G); hence, o(G - {u, a’})> 3 (which is a contradiction). Since 
{ul,uz} #{vI,v2}, do,(a)>3. A member z of V(G3)-(a} satisfies d,,(z)<d(z) only if 
z~N(u)nN(v’). Again, since {u1,u2} #{v,,v,}, there is at most one such vertex. 
Therefore, 1 V2(G3)1 < 2. 
By the minimality of G, G3 contains a (0 mod 4)-cycle C. Since G has no such cycle, 
UE V(C) and G’ has a uv’-path P such that q(P) ~Omod 4. Now Puuu’xvv’ is 
a (0 mod 4)-cycle in G, which is a contradiction. Hence, q(u, A)> 2. Similarly, 
q(v,A)32. 0 
Claim 4.9. q(u, A) = q(v, A) = 2. 
Proof. Otherwise, 6(G,)a2 and IV2(G,)1<2. Since p(G,)<p(G), G1 contains 
a (0 mod 4)-cycle. 0 
Claim 4.10. uv$E(G). 
Proof. Otherwise, 6(G1)>2 and I I/,(G,)I = 1, yielding a contradiction. 0 
Claim 4.11. G1 contains a uv-path PI of length 2 mod 4. 
Proof. Contracting B to a vertex b yields a graph which by the minimality of G must 
have a (0 mod 4)-cycle C. Clearly b must be contained in C. So let PI = C-b. 0 
Claim 4.12. G1 contains a m-path P2 of length 3 mod 4. 
Proof. By Claim 4.9, 6(G1+uv)>2 and IV2(G1+uv)Id2. Since p(G,+uv)<p(G), 
G1 + uv contains a (0 mod 4)-cycle C. Clearly, WEE(C). So we let P2 = C - uv. 0 
Claim 4.13. q(u,B)= 1 OY q(v, B)= 1. 
Proof. Assume q(u, B) b 2 and q(v, B)32. Then by the minimality of G the graph 
obtained from G by contracting A into a vertex a contains a (0 mod 4)-cycle C. Clearly, 
UE V(C). Since G1 has a uv-path PI of length 2mod4 (Claim 4.11) P,uC-a is 
a (0 mod 4)-cycle, which is a contradiction. 0 
Without loss of generality, q(u, B)= 1. Let N(u)n V(B)= {u’>. 
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Claim 4.4. q(u, B) = 1 or q(u, B) = 2. 
Proof. Assume q(u, B) > 3. If u’+! V,(G), then G2 -u contains a (0 mod 4)-cycle, which is 
a contradiction. Hence, U’E V2(G) and the graph obtained from G2 by deleting u and u’ 
contains a (Omod 4)-cycle, which is a contradiction. 0 
To complete the proof we consider two cases depending on the value of q(u, B). 
Case 1. q(u,B)=l. 
Let N (u)n V(B) = {u’}. S’ mce G has no (0 mod 4)-cycle, u’ # u’. Further, uu’$E(G) and 
uu’#E(G). 
Claim 4.15. ds(u’) = dg(u’) = 2 (i.e., d(d) = d(u’)= 3). 
Proof. Since 1 V,(G)n V(B)/ = 1 (Claim 4.5), d(u’)> 3 and d(u’)> 3. Hence, ds(u’)22 
and d,(u’) b 2. If d,(u’) > 3 or ds(u’) > 3, then 1 V’,(B)I d 2 and so B has a (0 mod 4)-cycle, 
which is a contradiction. 0 
Claim 4.16. u’u’EE(G). 
Proof. Assume u’u’$E(G). Then 1 V2(B + u’u’)) d 2, and so B + u’u’ has a (0 mod 4)-cycle 
containing u’u’. Thus, G2 contains a (1 mod 4)-path joining u and u, and this path can 
be added to a (3 mod 4)-path joining u and u in Gi to yield a (0 mod 4)-cycle in G, which 
is a contradiction. 0 
Let N(~‘)={u,u’,u~} and N(u’)={u,u’,u~}. 
Claim 4.17. u1 #uI . 
Proof. Assume u1 = ul. If V(B)#{u’,u’,u,}, then ui is a cut vertex of G, which is 
a contradiction. Therefore, V(B) = ( u’, u’, ui }. By the minimality of A, p(A) < 3. By 
definition of C(G), ~(,4)>2. If p(A)= 2, then G has a 4-cycle (Claim 4.9), which is 
a contradiction. Hence, p(A)= 3. Claim 4.9 also implies that 1 V(A)nN(u)nN(u)l = 1. 
We may let N(u)n V(A) = {x, u2} and N(u)n V(A) = {x, u2} where u2 # uz. (Note that 
p(G)= 8.) If d(x) = 2, then d(u2 ) 3 3, which is impossible. Therefore, we may assume 
XU*EE(G). Since I F’(A)nVz(G)I = 1, uzuz~E(G). Now xuu2uzx is a 4-cycle in G, which 
is a contradiction. 0 
Let H be the graph obtained from G2 - {u, u} by contracting the edge u’u’ to a vertex 
h. Since I V(B)n V,(G)1 = 1, H contains a (0 mod 4)-cycle C and this cycle must contain 
h. Hence, there is a u’u’-path Q in Gz - {u, V} of length 0 mod 4. Thus, P1uQu{uu’, vu’} 
is a (0 mod 4)-cycle in G, which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. q(u,B)=2. 
Let N(u)n V(B) = (u’, u”}. 
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Claim 4.18. u’${u’, u”}. 
Proof. Assume U’E { u’, v”}, say u’ = v’. Then PI vuu’v is a (0 mod 4)-cycle in G, which is 
a contradiction. 0 
Claim 4.19. Ifd(v”) 2 3, then u’v’EE(G). Zfd(v’) 2 3, then u’u”EE(G). 
Proof. By symmetry it suffices to prove the first statement. Assume d(v”)>3 and 
uv’$E(G). Then G2 - (u, v} + u’v’ contains a (0 mod 4)-cycle C containing u’v’. Hence, 
C - u’v’uPz is a (0 mod 4)-cycle in G, which is a contradiction. 0 
Claim 4.20. {Y’, v”}n V,(G) #8. 
Proof. Otherwise, u’v’EE(G) and u’v”EE(G) (Claim 4.19). Hence, vv’u’v”v is a 4-cycle 
in G. which is a contradiction. 0 
These claims complete the proof of the following proposition which together with 
Propositions 2.8 and 3.4 completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Proposition 4.21. Zf a graph G with s(G)32, I V*(G)/ <2 and containing no (0 mod 4)- 
cycle has the smallest possible order, then G is essentially 3-connected. 
5. Edge density and chromatic number 
We now consider the existence of (Omod 4)-cycles with respect to the density of 
edges in a graph. Let a and b any two integers with b > 0 and with a even if b is even. It 
was shown by Bollobas [4] that there is a smallest constant c,,~ depending only on 
a and b such that every graph G with at least c,,~ p edges contains an (a mod b)-cycle. 
For the best possible result, we are interested only in sufficiently large graphs. It is now 
well known that c ,,, 2 = 3/2. From Theorem 1.1, we get an upper bound for co, 4. 
Corollary 5.1. co,4 < 2. 
Proof. We show that every graph G with at least 2p(G) - 3 edges contains a (0 mod 4)- 
cycle. The proof is by induction on p(G). The case p(G)=4 is trivial. If 6(G)> 3, apply 
Theorem 1.1. Otherwise, G contains a vertex v of degree at most 2, and 
q(G-v)Bq(G)-2>2p(G)-3-2=p(G-v)-3. By the induction hypothesis, G-u 
(and hence G) contains a (0 mod 4)-cycle. 0 
Let L denote the graph obtained from K4 with vertices vl, v2, v3, v4 by adding two 
new vertices us, us and joining v5 to v1 and v2, joining 06 to v3 and v4, and joining 
v5 and v6 with an edge. Thomassen [16] proved that every graph G with p 2 5 and 
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q > 3p - 5 contains K 5 or a subdivision of L. By a case-by-case argument one can show 
that every subdivision of L contains a (Omod4)-cycle. Hence, the following lemma 
together with Lemma 3.1 completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. This is best possible 
because of K, minus an edge. 
Lemma 5.2. Every subdivision of KS contains H$ or Hi. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then some 2-coloring (H, ti) of G = K, with O’s and l’s 
contains no C,. It is easy to verify that every graph on 5 vertices and at least 6 edges 
contains a C,, except Ks-E(C,). Hence, q(H)65 and q(H)<5. Since q(K,)=lO, 
q(H)=q(H)= 5. Neither H nor fl can be a cycle. Therefore, both H and fi contain 
a triangle and are unicyclic. Letting V(G) = {a, b, c, d, x}, the intersection of these two 
triangles is a vertex, and we can assume that xabx c H and xcdx G I?. We can assume 
adcE(H). Since C,$H, bd$E(H); i.e. bdeE(H). Since C,$fi, bceE(H) and, hence, 
ac E: E (a). Since H and fi are isomorphic, we can assume that H is labeled with 0, and 
so G - {ad, bd, xc} is an H :. Cl 
Robertson’s method in [9] which proves the existence of cO,b also proves the 
existence of a smallest constant rk such that, if G is a graph with at least rkp edges, 
every subdivision of G contains a (Omod k)-cycle. Theorem 1.3 provides an upper 
bound for r4. 
Corollary 5.3. r4 < 3. 
Toft [19] raised the following question: what is the smallest integer k = xu,b such 
that every k-chromatic graph contains an (a mod b)-cycle? Since every 4-chromatic 
graph contains a subgraph with minimum degree 3, the inequality ~~,~<4 follows 
immediately from Theorem 1.1. This is the best possible, because x(C*,,+ 1)= 3. 
Corollary 5.4. x0, 4 = 4. 
6. Remarks 
It is easy to see that every graph with minimum degree at least k+ 1 contains 
a (2mod k)-cycle. The following statement is also of interest. 
Conjecture 6.1 (Thomassen [17]). Every graph with minimum degree at least k+ 1 
contains a (2d mod k)-cycle. 
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